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Abstract. This work documents the project and development of various compu-
tational linguistic resources that support the Brazilian Portuguese language ac-
cording to the formal methodology used by the corpus processing system called
UNITEX. The delivered resources include computational lexicons, libraries to
access compressed lexicons, and additional tools to validate those resources.
1. Introduction
One of the main obstacles to the advancement of research, and consequently to the devel-
opment of systems, in the field of natural language processing (NLP) in Brazil, has been
the lack of language resources that, in the last analysis, provide all the domain-specific
knowledge required in this field. Such resources are specialized, large and complex. Their
construction requires trained interdisciplinary teams, and the cost of such work has pre-
vented research in NLP on Portuguese to reach the same level as on certain other widely
spoken languages.
Language resources required for developing applications provide linguistic knowl-
edge. Some of them are compatible with various types of computer programs, like elec-
tronic lexicon, corpora and thesauri. Others are coupled with a specific tool such as a
tagger or a morphological, syntactic or semantic analyzer. In both cases, the largest part
of the time and effort required to develop a NLP application is dedicated to the construc-
tion of the language resources that support the operation of the application.
In the recent years, NLP researchers focused a lot of their effort on the standard-
ization of the construction of such resources. Some standards and tools emerged at the
international level and are being used by various research groups. One of these standards
was developed at LADL (Laboratoire d’informatique documentaire et linguistique, Uni-
versity of Paris 7, France), the DELA (Dictionnaires e´lectroniques du LADL), jointly with
the corpus-processing tool INTEX [Silberztein, 2000a]. The DELA became the standard
of electronic lexicon used by the informal research network Relex. These lexicons were
used with INTEX, and now with its open-source counterpart, UNITEX [Paumier, 2002].
In this context, this article presents the construction of UNITEX-PB, a set of lan-
guage resources for Brazilian Portuguese using the DELA standard and the UNITEX tool.
In the next section, we introduce electronic lexicons and their modes of representation; in
section 3 we describe the data formats of UNITEX-compatible lexicons; section 4 reports
the design, development and validation of the language resources. Section 5 describes our
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contribution to the UNITEX software and section 6 contains final considerations on this
work.
2. Lexicons for natural language processing
The notion of electronic lexicon is fundamental for most NLP systems and applications.
An electronic lexicon is a data structure containing lexical items of a language and in-
formation about these items. Items can be isolated words such as lua ”moon” and mel
”honey”, or sequences of words with an uncompositional meaning, e.g., lua de mel ”hon-
eymoon”, Casa de Cultura ”cultural centre” or a grosso modo ”roughly”. Information
attached to lexical items includes values of morpho-syntactic features like part of speech,
gender, number, degree, person, tense, mood, in addition to syntactico-semantic features
like verbal or nominal sub categorization frames, and semantic links. However, defini-
tions or associations with contextual representations are seldomly provided.
In the next paragraphs we recall basic notions and distinctions about NLP lexicons.
2.1. The MRD/MTD distinction
An electronic lexicon or machine-tractable dictionary (MTD), which can be used in NLP
systems, is fundamentally different from a conventional dictionary, which is designed
for human use and made by lexicographers. When a conventional dictionary is initially
produced in digital format, or created in paper form but later transferred to a digital
format, it is sometimes called a machine-readable dictionary (MRD). Lexical units are
basically described in separate articles, with the classical structure in three parts: en-
try, category, definition. Numerous tentatives to derive MTDs from MRDs are recorded
in literature [Wilks et al., 1988], but that trend did not produce any viable technology
for the construction of electronic lexicon [Ide and Ve´ronis, 1993]. Most large-coverage
NLP lexicon of quality were produced from scratch: WordNet [Miller, 1985], DELA
[Courtois, 1990] , NILC´s lexicon [Nunes, 1996], CISLEX [Maier-Meyer, 1995], DI-
GRAM [Ranchhod et al., 1999]. All these lexicons underwent a more or less smooth
transition from construction to maintenance and are still in use today.
2.2. Lexical databases
A lexical database (LDB) is a computational structure designed to be able to support var-
ious types of knowledge on lexical units, and in particular links between distinct lexical
units or between elements of distinct lexical units. One of the main features of LDBs,
from the theoretical viewpoint, is that the lexicon is considered as a network of relations
at various levels (morpho-syntactic, syntactic, semantic and paradigmatic). In other types
of electronic lexicon, interlexical relations are not systematically nor exhaustively repre-
sented [Calzolari, 1990]. The representation and management of links in an LDB requires
the use of a database management system, but lexical data are much more complex than
most types of data taken into account in the field of databases [Ide and Ve´ronis, 1994].
Examples of LDBs are WordNet [Miller, 1985] for English, and Diadorim, con-
structed for Brazilian Portuguese by the NILC team [Greghi et al., 2002], by merging
information from the NILC’s lexicon with information from a thesaurus of Portuguese
[Dias-da-Silva et al., 2000]. The main purpose of Diadorim was to centralize all of this
information into a unique database. Presently, it contains about 1.5 million lexical entries
(simple words), represented in a relational database.
2.3. Libraries of language resources
At the end of the 80s, the reuse of existing lexicon and lexical databases became a hot
topic, since reusing provides an obvious means of alleviating the initial effort for the
development of new applications [Evans and Kilgarriff, 1995]. The construction of stan-
dard exchange data formats, which began at that time [Normier and Nossin, 1990] and is
still going on today [Lieske et al., 2001, Ide and Romary, 2002], certainly improved the
reusability of lexicon.
However, reusing a lexicon implies it should have a certain degree of flexibility.
A lexicon is not a static resource, it evolves with time. Due to the evolution of language
across time, and especially of technical language, regular updates are necessary; a new
application of a lexicon may involve the selection of a domain-specific vocabulary. Lex-
icon reuse is likely to be facilitated if it is implemented in the framework of a library of
language resources (LRL). Whereas a language resource is a mere dataset, a library of
language resources is a dynamic concept which also includes tools and data for mainte-
nance and adaptation of the resources, and more generally for language resource manage-
ment. Examples of LRLs are XELDA, INTEX [Silberztein, 2000b, Silberztein, 2000a]
and UNITEX [Paumier, 2002]. INTEX and UNITEX support the DELA standard of lex-
icon formats and apply technologies designed at LADL. Most other general-purpose sys-
tems for language resource processing and text processing are deprived of even basic func-
tionality for lexicon management. The design of the GATE system [Cunningham, 2002],
for example, ensures that the user never performs any operation of language resource
management, since every resource used has to be wrapped in a text-processing tool
(ibid., p. 228). The open-source, general-purpose computational-linguistics toolkit NLTK
[Loper and Bird, 2002, Bird and Loper, 2004] does not offer functionality for resource
management either.
2.4. Automated inflection
In inflected languages, such as most European languages, the most basic notion in lexicon
management is the distinction between lexicons of lemmas and lexicons of forms. Con-
struction, maintenance and other lexicon management operations can be performed on a
lexicon of lemmas, but not directly on a lexicon of forms, which contains much more re-
dundancy and is too large to be conveniently edited. In all LDBs and emerging standards
for lexicon formats, words are basically represented by lemmas. On the other hand, a
lexicon of forms is adapted to text processing, since forms occurring in texts are directly
described in lexical entries and these descriptions are accessible through efficient lookup.
A lexicon of lemmas can also be used in applications, but this requires lemmatizing the
text by applying a tagger or a stemmer, which gives only approximate results, or access-
ing the lexicon through morphological analysis, which is slower than direct lookup in a
lexicon of forms.
The only way to combine the three constraints (flexible language resources, accu-
rate results and computational efficiency) is to manage jointly a lexicon of lemmas and a
lexicon of forms. The classical solution for this is to compile the first into the latter by au-
tomated inflection, i.e. generation of inflected forms from lemmas (e.g. [Domenig, 1988];
[Courtois, 1990]).
As far as emerging standards of lexicon formats are concerned, the inflected
form/lemma duality has a place in OLIF data structures [Lieske et al., 2001], but the
organization of data structures for inflected forms and inflection is completely left to
users. The issue is scheduled in the ISO group on Language resource management
[Ide and Romary, 2002], but has not been dealt with in priority.
In this context, few language engineering companies are aware of modern lexi-
cal resource management, and the NLP research community pays insufficient attention
to issues such as the improvement of current techniques and their extension to new lan-
guages. The availability of more LRLs of quality would help designers and implementers
of applications to achieve a better integration between language resource management
and their other activities. Thus, the advancement of technologies connected to LRLs, and
the construction of resources for LRLs, are factors of progress in NLP.
3. UNITEX
UNITEX is an environment for linguistic resource development that can be used to parse
texts of several million words in real time. The descriptions of the linguistic knowledge
are formalized as electronic dictionaries, grammars represented as finite state graphs and
lexicon-grammars.
Developers from different countries like France, Germany, Greece, Italy, Korea,
Norway, Spain, Poland, Portugal and Thailand have also been working to build their own
lexical dictionaries for the UNITEX/INTEX system1.
UNITEX uses the formats and standards defined by the DELA system which was
used as a source for the main international projects of definition of standards for electronic
lexicon, from GENELEX [Normier and Nossin, 1990] to the ISO group on language re-
source management [Ide and Romary, 2002]. The ISO standard in construction has been
implemented in the form of XML formats which are self-understandable and conform to
other emerging standards. Software for converting the DELA format to/from these XML
formats has been developed in the framework of the Outilex project. The DELA format
contains the same information as the XML formats, and is less verbose, because it uses
compact codes instead of self-understandable tags. In this paper, we give examples in the
DELA format. This format allows to declare simple and compound lexical entries, which
can be associated to grammatical information and inflection rules. These dictionaries are
linguistic resources specifically designed to be used in automatic text processing oper-
ations. Variations of DELA include DELAF, which comprises inflected simple words,
DELAC and DELACF, for non inflected and inflected compound words, respectively.
DELAF and DELACF are automatically generated from DELAS and DELAC dictionar-
ies.
The dictionaries of simple words (DELAS and DELAF) are simple lists of words
associated to grammatical and inflectional information. The grammatical information is
mainly of morphological type and corresponds to gender, number, degree, case, mood,
tense, and person. However, the format makes it possible to gradually add syntactic and
semantic information.
The lexical entries of DELAS have the following general structure:
(word), (formal description)
where word represents the canonical form (the lemma) of a simple lexical unit (in general,
masculine singular for nouns and adjectives, and infinitive for verbs), and formal descrip-
tion corresponds to an alphanumeric code representing the attributes of an entry: its part
of speech (optionally, subcategory), and its morphological behavior [Ranchhod, 2001].




where N stands for noun, V for verb and ADV for adverb. The numerical code corre-
sponds to the inflection rule. Mato, for example, is a noun, and its inflection rule for
gender and number is 001. Codes D and A, followed by numerical codes, are used to
allow the generation of the appropriate diminutive and augmentative, respectively. In
1See http://www-igm.univ-mlv.fr/∼unitex/
case a word is of more than one grammatical class, there will be one DELAS entry for
each class. For example, the inflected word mato should be generated by both DELAS
entries: matar,V030 and mato,N001D026A01.
The inflectional rules are formalized as a Finite State Trans-
ducer (FST) which associates sets of suffixes to the lexical DELAS en-
tries and generates the corresponding inflected forms. For the entry







The lexicon of compound words (here DELAC) constitutes a large part of
the lexicon of any language. Compound words are sequences of words whose
meaning cannot be derived from the meaning of their constituents. DELAC en-
tries are similar to DELAS entries. The inflection rules represent restrictions
on gender and number which cannot be accounted for by the morphological
properties of their constituents. Thus, given the following entries of DELAC:
bom gosto,N+AN:ms - - (good taste)
ser(N010) humano(A001),N+NA:ms - +(human being)
the first compound noun, bom gosto has an internal structure Adjective Noun (AN); each
entry is characterized by the possibility (+) or impossibility (-) of gender and number
inflection, respectively. The elements of the compound that can be inflected receive the
inflectional code that they have in the DELAS: N010 and A001 are the codes of number
inflection rules, respectively, for both constituents of ser humano. The corresponding
inflected compound words constitute the dictionary DELACF.
4. The construction of UNITEX PB
The process of developing the UNITEX system for Brazilian Portuguese was imple-
mented in three steps: the design and implementation of the DELAS and DELAF dictio-
naries, the design and implementation of the DELACF dictionary, and the development
of a library to access and manipulate the UNITEX-PB lexicon.
4.1. Design and implementation of Brazilian Portuguese DELAS and DELAF
dictionaries
The starting point for the DELAS dictionary was the NILC‘s machine tractable lexi-
con which has over 1.500.000 entries and supports many NLP applications for Brazil-
ian Portuguese, such as the Brazilian version of the grammar checker from MSOffice
[Martins et al., 1998]. The text version of this lexicon was used as source of information
in this phase.
In the one hand, since NILC´s lexicon contains all inflected words, we could au-
tomatically convert them to the DELAF format. A conversion process was proposed
to achieve this goal. This filter deals with 14 grammar classes (noun, adjective, deter-
miner, preposition, conjunction, numeral, pronoun, proper noun, verb, adverb, prefix,
abbreviation, acronym, and interjection), which are the same set used by NILC´s lexicon.
This process generated a lexicon with 1.542.563 inflected entries, wich we call interme-
diate DELAF. From that, the compound words and some verb inflections (eˆnclises and
meso´clises) from NILC´s lexicon had to be removed, since DELAF was not expected to
contain them. Therefore, the number of entries decreased to 454.304.
In the other hand, the DELAF dictionary was expected to be generated from the
DELAS dictionary, which should contain only lemmas and inflection rules. Thus, one
had to pave the way for this by designing the inflection rules for the lemmas of NILC´s
lexicon. A new version of the DELAF dictionary would be generated from them and it
would be compared with intermediate DELAF.
In order to design the inflection rules, intermediate DELAF was divided into files,
each one containing entries from only one grammar class. Some classes like adverb,
conjuntion and interjection do not require inflection rules. A big challenge was to create
the inflection rules for the other grammar classes that represent 99.99% of all entries in
the dictionary.
For nouns and adjectives, the file of lemmas was divided into other files according
to each lemma termination, for example, a file containing noun lemmas ending in ”o”,
other containing noun lemmas ending in ”a”, and so on. This strategy aimed at simplifying
the task by breaking it in small ones. For each file, an inflection rule was proposed. For
example, for nouns ending in ”o”, the rule of Figure 1 was proposed. It is correct for
most nouns of this category. This rule has two paths: in one, nothing is added to the
lemma, and the associated inflectional code is :ms; in the other, the suffix s is added, and
the associated inflectional code is :mp. These rules were manually generated and then
automatically associated to all lemmas of each file. In a final step, all files were merged,
originating the DELAS dictionary.
Figure 1: Number inflection rule for words ending in ”o”
In the next step, all the inflection rules defined in DELAS were automatically ap-
plied to the lemmas and the resulting file was compared to the file obtained from NILC´s
lexicon (intermediate DELAF). A resulting file of errors was generated, i.e. a file contain-
ing invalid words produced by some inflection rule. These rules were manually analyzed
and new versions of rules were associated to the lemmas in the DELAS dictionary. This
process was repeated until no error was detected. It is interesting to note that this process
allowed us to detect over a thousand mistakes in NILC´s lexicon, such as wrong inflec-
tions, omissions, spelling problems in lemmas, etc.
For the DELAS verbs, instead of using the verb set from NILC´s lexicon (contain-
ing 6.672 verbs), we adopted the list of 14.284 verbs and corresponding inflection rules,
in a proper formalism, compiled by Vale [Vale, 1989]. This information was converted to
the DELAS format by a conversion program. Finally, the inflected verbs of the DELAF
were produced by the application of these inflection rules, completing the creation of the
DELAF dictionary.
Table 1 shows the numbers of lemmas and inflection rules of the DELAS dic-
tionary for Brazilian Portuguese, and Table 2 shows the final numbers of entries of the
dictionaries of simple words, DELAS and DELAF.
Table 1: Number of Lemmas and Inflection Rules in DELAS.
Grammar Class Number of inflection rules Number of lemmas
Noun 378 32.178
Adjective 242 17.658





The final DELAF dictionary was then compacted using UNITEX and all the re-
sources of the system could be used for processing texts in Portuguese.
Table 2: Statistics about DELAS and DELAF.
Dictionary of Simple Words - DELAS
Total number of entries 67.466
















Dictionary size 48.8 MB
Dictionary size (compacted) 0.99 MB
Compression tax 97.9 %
By way of curiosity, the total number of inflected forms in the DELAF dictionary
is over 93% higher than NILC´s lexicon, which contains 454.304 inflected simple forms.
Considering that NILC´s dictionary has proved to be a valuable resource for practical
applications, we can state that the UNITEX dictionaries for Brazilian Portuguese are able
to support significant investigations over corpora.
4.2. Design and implementation of Brazilian Portuguese DELACF
Similarly to DELAS and DELAF, DELAC is the UNITEX dictionary which contains the
lemmas of compound words associated to the respective inflection rules and DELACF is
the result of the application of the inflection rules, i.e. the set of all inflected compound
words.
By the time of the construction of these resources, the formalism for converting
DELAC to DELACF was not totally formalized by the European developers of UNITEX.
Therefore, we decided to directly build DELACF (for which the format is well known)
from the inflected compound words from NILC´s lexicon, through the use of a conversion
program.
An example of an entry in the DELACF dictionary is the following:
rabos-de-tatu,rabo-de-tatu.N+NDN:mp
where NDN stands for noun + preposition (de) + noun. As the information about the
parts of speech of the constituents of the compounds was not available in NILC´s lexicon,
they were manually inserted.
The final statistics about the DELACF dictionary are presented in Table 3.
Table 3: Statistics about the Dictionary of Compound Nouns - DELACF
DELACF
Total number of entries 4.077
Total number of lemmas 2.009
Dictionary size 301 KB
Compacted dictionary size 121 KB
5. Contributions to the UNITEX software
In order to contribute to the UNITEX software, we have extended some functionalities of
the UNITEX tool under the terms of the LGPL2 licence.
A library of simple functions to access and manipulate the compressed lexicons
was implemented and it is used independently of UNITEX. With this library, it is possible
to load the dictionary in memory, perform a search for a word and unload the dictionay.
The search function returns an empty string if it doesn‘t find the word, or returns all the
information associated to that word. This library was developed in two programming
languages: ANSI C and Java.
A program called Diciona´rio was implemented as an example of how to use the
library. This is a simple program that can load any compressed dictionary in DELA
format and has an interface to perform searches for words in the dictionary. This program
together with the library to access compressed lexicons, as well as all the resources built
in this project, can be downloaded from:
http://www.nilc.icmc.usp.br:8180/unitex-pb/
Some applications which use DELAF were implemented and one of them, a
morpho-syntactic tagger, allows the user to tag a text with all information (tags) from
the DELAF dictionary. The user can enter his text in a form or by uploading a file and
also has the option to choose which tags s/he wants: canonical, grammatical, semantic at-
tributes and morphologic attributes. The result can be displayed as a HTML page, a TXT
file or a compact TXT file. This tagger is similar to the tool constructed by the researchers
from LabEL, Portugal, called ANELL3.
The integration of these software components into UNITEX is under study. This





Our main objective was the construction of language resources for Brazilian Portuguese
in the UNITEX framework. The impact of this work is at several levels. The number
of simple-word entries of the NILC’s lexicon has increased by 93%. A complete set of
inflection rules for Brazilian Portuguese simple words was created in the form of a set of
transducers, viewable and editable in graphical form. Brazilian Portuguese was the first
language for which such a resource is available.
Software components for access to compressed lexicon and presentation of lookup
results were implemented. If they are integrated into UNITEX, they will be an a decisive
contribution to lexicon management.
This work was interdisciplinary and involved a close co-operation between lin-
guists and computer scientists. It also contributed to confirm NILC as a member of the
RELEX network.
The resources have been made freely available in recent releases of UNITEX with
the LGPL-LR license. This decision gives researchers, companies and other users a larger
access to Brazilian Portuguese language resources, and more opportunity to apply text
processing techniques.
In addition, the results validate our approach to language resource management.
This approach can be extended to other existing inflected-form lexicons in other lan-
guages.
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